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Step pin' out to-night!

Bright lights on Broadway, come on, tag a-long,

Come to old Broadway and hear a Porter song!

You'll get a kick out of Cole!

Each haunting refrain will go 'round in your brain leaving nothing but one thing to say:
Bright Lights on Broadway

say!

under my skin

night and day! So when Bright lights on

say, "I've got you under my skin" "night and day!"

say!

Broadway, are casting their spell, come feel the magic, the

ten then come

thrill you know so well! Up with the curtain, and down with the lights,

Up with curtain, down with COLE

Come to old Broadway it's COLE Porter

lights! Oh, come to COLE
Bright Lights on Broadway

time to night!

Porter time to

Porter time and bright lights on Broadway to night!

To night!

and bright lights on Broadway to night!